
Nights in Rodanthe
by Nicholas Sparks

About the Book

At forty-five, Adrienne Willis must rethink her entire life when her husband abandons her for a younger woman. Reeling 

with heartache and in search of a respite, she flees to the small coastal town of Rodanthe, North Carolina, to tend to a 

friend's inn for the weekend.

But when a major storm starts moving in, it appears that Adrienne's perfect getaway will be ruined?until a guest named 

Paul Flanner arrives. At fifty-four, Paul has just sold his medical practice and come to Rodanthe to escape his own 

shattered past. Now, with the storm closing in, two wounded people will turn to each other for comfort?and in one 

weekend set in motion feelings that will resonate throughout the rest of their lives.

In Nights In Rodanthe Nicholas Sparks has written a timeless love story, reaffirming his reputation as America's 

foremost chronicler of the heart.

Discussion Guide

1. In the opening scene, Adrienne decides to tell her daughter about a story from her past about Paul Flanner, a 

relationship that had obviously ended. Did you realize that he had died, or did you think that the relationship had ended 

differently? How would the novel have been different had the author decided not to let the reader know the ending in 

advance? Could the story have been told in another way, as simply a remembrance for instance, and still had the same 

impact?
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2. Amanda lost her husband to cancer, and Adrienne lost Paul to an accident. Adrienne also lost her husband to a 

younger woman. Yet Adrienne found a way to heal, despite her losses, while Amanda has not. Is this difference a 

function of age and maturity, or simply the passage of time? If its both, do you believe that Amanda will eventually fall 

in love again? Is that important to her? What other lessons did she draw from her mother's story?

3. Rodanthe is described in detail. How does the setting play a role in the story? Could this story have occurred in a 

larger city? Why or why not?

4. The novel deals with the theme love and sacrifice. How did the major characters -- Adrienne, Paul, Amanda and 

Robert Torrelson -- sacrifice? How did love play a role? What else played a role? Is sacrifice an act, or is sacrifice an on-

going process? Explain.

5. In this novel, as in Message in a Bottle, there are scenes that take place in the beach. What is the significance of the 

beach in this story? How does it play into the theme of the novel? Also in this novel is a storm, just as there was in The 

Notebook. What is the significance of the storm? How does it play into the theme of the novel?

6. Adrienne never told her children about Paul in the year that followed their relationship in Rodanthe. Think about 

Adrienne at that point in her life. Why wouldn't she tell the children about him? Is that believable? How do her children 

remember her from that time? How does Amanda see her mother now, in knowing that she'd kept him a secret?

7. Paul is a wounded character when the novel opens because he feels that all the sacrifices in his life haven't been worth 

it. His wife has left him, he's estranged from his son, he's sold his medical practice, and has come to Rodanthe to meet 

Robert Torrelson. Was he a necessary character in this novel? Why or why not? How does Robert Torrelson influence 

the relationship between Paul and Adrienne? Would you like to read a novel based on the love story between Robert and 

his wife?

8. Mark plays a central role in letting us get to know Paul Planner. He also writes a letter that lets Adrienne know what 

had happened. Why did the author choose to use the epistolary method for describing these things? Is the letter more 

effective than a conversation? Why or why not? What is the relationship between Mark and Paul like in the final 

moments of Paul's death? How do you think Mark views Paul now? Is this typical of father/son relationships?

9. The inn is described in the opening paragraph of the novel. Why did the author start the novel with a description of an 

inn? How does the inn play a role in all that happens?

Author Bio

Nicholas Sparks is the author of 23 books, all of which have been New York Times bestsellers. His books have been 

published across more than 50 languages with over 150 million copies sold worldwide, and 11 have been adapted into 

films. He is also the founder of the Nicholas Sparks Foundation, a nonprofit committed to improving cultural and 

international understanding through global education experiences. He lives in North Carolina.



Critical Praise

Sparks, popular author of several romantically themed bestsellers including Message in a Bottle, (1998) is back at it with 

his latest mix of love story and pathos. He doesn't disappoint. . . in the story of two shattered people badly scarred by 

past experiences. . . Sparks has a very solid fan base, and they will be clamoring for his latest.
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